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SCOTTISH ST. ANDREW SOCIETY
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
David Brown, President

FUNDRAISING—SUPPORT US
Pick up a Schnuck’s eScript
Community Card at a
Schnuck’s store today!
Register your card by calling
800-931-6258; or on-line at
www.schnucks.com. You
can look up our group—
Scottish St Andrew Society or
simply insert our group
ID#, 500025559.
Schnuck’s will contribute up
to 3% of your purchases
to our organization every
time you shop and swipe
your card.
It’s free!

2011 Burns 101
We will resume our Burns
101 series in April on
Monday the 18th at 6:30.
The Schlafley Bottleworks
in Maplewood has again
graciously provided their
meeting room for us.
Subsequent meetings of
Burns 101 will be the third
Monday in May, June,
August, September,
and October.
Come join in the fellowship
and fun.

I hope this edition of the Thistle Times finds you well.
It’s the time of year where the highs and lows of the
6 Nations takes a hold of my house. Watching the
Scotland rugby team is a passion I have and based on

their current performance, that’s what you need! In any
regard, whether your watching the games or not, I hope
this edition brings some enjoyment to you day.
— David

ROBERT BURNS
DINNER
Steve Nichols, Editor

Our 39th annual Robert Burns Dinner, held January
22nd at the St. Louis Marriott West Hotel, was a
smashing success. From the piping in of the colors to
“Auld Lang Syne” all were fed and feted with fine food
and fabulous entertainment.
After the cocktail hour, Matt Pantaleoni hushed the
crowd with his pipes and the Scottish American Military
Society (post 1821) crisply presented our flag to begin
officially the evening’s celebration. Following President
David Brown’s welcome, William C. Meyers, the “Scotch
Guy”, emceed the activities.
The toasts proceeded from the floor: the Honorable
Douglas R. Beach—to the President of the United States;
J. A. MacIntyre Holtz—to the Queen of the United
Kingdom; and Charles D. Hoskins—to Scotland. Then
Wayne Elrod graciously and beautifully led the audience
in the singing of “The Flower of Scotland”. Our chaplain
Millie Slack followed with an inspired invocation and
we all joined her saying the Selkirk Grace.
Once again Matt Pantaleoni appeared, this time piping
in the haggis, presented by Chef Chris Genahl. Bill
Nicoll delivered a dramatic presentation of Burns’ “Ode
to the Haggis”, brandishing his dirk, but spilling nary a
drop of his malt whisky. The Sisters of the Haggis came
through for us, as in past years, and we all enjoyed that
sublime, delectable national dish.
The Marriott deserves kudos for a delicious meal
featuring beef pepperloin. Conversation and digestion
were augmented by the dulcet tunes of “Peat Fire
and Flame”. After such robust preliminaries and then
relaxing dining, there was yet more in store for the
entertainment of attendees.
Allan Stewart drew out smiles with his presentation of
“John Barleycorn”. The graceful and nimble lassies of
Dance Caledonia entertained with several dance sets

Bill Nicholl blessing the haggis

choreographed by their able leader and teacher Sandra
Brown. Then Shawn and Megan Stewart injected frivolity
with his “Toast to the Lassies” and her insouciant “Reply
to the Laddies”.
This year’s (the 252nd anniversary of the Bard’s birth)
Immortal Memory was delivered by recent board
member Doug Stirrat who regaled us with his insights
into the meaning of Robert Burns life and work. Steve
Nichols recognized Doug’s contributions to the society
with a bust of Robert Burns. With our own individual
and personal interpretations of Burns’ poems swirling in
our heads, the St. Louis Calendonian Pipe Band further
excited our emotional attachment to Scotland with
their stirring pipe and drum pieces. And this fervor was
capped by our singing in unison “Auld Lang Syne”, led
again by Wayne Elrod.
Such an evening was made possible by the hard work
of many, but I especially want to acknowledge board
members Jeffrey and Robin McLain who were capably
assisted by Society member Becky Warren. And in
closing, I would be remiss without expressing our
sincere gratitude to all our sponsors whose financial
support contributed to the evening’s overall success.
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MAKAR
A makar is a term from
Scottish literature for a poet
or bard, often thought of as a
royal court poet, although the
term can be more generally
applied. The word functions
in a manner similar to a
Greek term which means
both maker and poet. It
especially highlights the
role of the poet as someone
skilled in the crafting or
making of controlled, formal
poetry with intricate or
involved diction and effects.
The term is normally applied
to poets writing in Scots
although it need not be
exclusive to Scottish writers.
William Dunbar for instance
referred to the English poets
Chaucer, Lydgate and Gower
as makars.
In literary history, the term is
specifically used to refer to a
number of poets of 15th and
16th century Scotland, in
particular Robert Henryson,
William Dunbar and Gavin
Douglas, who wrote a
diverse genre of works in
Middle Scots in the period
of the northern renaissance.
Qualities in verse especially
prized by these writers
included the combination of
skillful artifice with natural
diction, concision and
“quickness” of expression.
Middle Scots plural is
makaris.

SELECTED POEMS OF WILLIAM DUNBAR:
AN INTERLINEAR TRANSLATION
Steve Nichols, Editor

Scottish poet William Dunbar (c. 1460—c.1520) was
probably a native of East Lothian. In 1477 his name
appears in the Register of the Faculty of Arts at the
University of St. Andrews among the Determinants
or Bachelors of Arts; then again in 1479 among the
masters of the university. Thereafter, he joined the order
of Observantine Fanciscans and proceeded to France
as a wandering friar. Dunbar returned to Scotland
about 1500, and became a priest at court, and a royal
pensioner. His literary career began with his attachment
to King James’s household. From thence until his death,
all that is known of him is through his poetry, or from
entries in the royal registry.
Dunbar’s influence among his immediate successors
was considerable, no doubt augmented by Sir Walter
Scott’s proclamation that he is “unrivalled by any which
Scotland has produced.” Dunbar ranks highly among
northern makaris. [This is a term from Scottish literature
meaning poet or bard, often more precisely, a royal court
poet. It especially highlights the role of the poet skilled
in the crafting or making of controlled, formal poetry
with intricate or involved diction and effects. The term
is usually applied to poets writing in Scots. Besides
Dunbar, 15th and 16th century Scottish poets Robert
Henryson and Gavin Douglas are included.]
The Selected Poems of William Dunbar: An Interlinear
Translation presents Dunbar’s poetry in a form never
before offered to the modern reader. These interlinear
translations make his superb poems far more meaningful
and enjoyable than ever before. Prior collections of
Dunbar’s work are hindered because translations of
obsolete words are either in a glossary at the end of the
book, or sporadically adjacent to the lines. This makes
the reading interrupted and frustrating, thus limiting the
beauty and cogency of the verses.
There are (excluding colloquialisms, foreign words, and
erratically spelled words) over 150 specific words not
found in modern English dictionaries. Every word in
these poems is translated immediately below Dunbar’s
original word. This makes the poem very clear and vivid,
and as impressive as they ought to be.
The book is available at Amazon.com.

Statue of King Robert the Bruce looking over Stirling
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THE SCOTTISH IN MISSOURI: THE CONTINUED
HISTORY OF CLAN MCLAIN, PART III
Herb Mclain, Covenor of Missouri, Clan Gillean USA/MacLean

FAREWELL SONG TO
THE BANKS OF AYR
I composed this song as I
conveyed my chest so far on
my road to Greenock, where
I was to embark in a few days
for Jamaica. I meant it as my
farewell dirge to my native land.
—Robert Burns, 1786
The gloomy night is gath’ring fast,
Loud roars the wild,
inconstant blast,
Yon murky cloud is foul with rain,
I see it driving o’er the plain;
The hunter now has left the moor.
The scatt’red coveys meet secure;
While here I wander,
prest with care,
Along the lonely banks of Ayr.

David Dixon McLain, born August 1, 1799, in Pendleton,
SC, was the son of American patriot Alexander McLain,
Jr. He was named after both his father and Alexander Jr.’s
Captain in the Revolutionary War. David was a colorful,
arguably controversial, character who was gifted with
intelligence and bequeathed a healthy portion of wander
lust. Nonetheless, I believe his unique personality was
due not only to genetics but that he was born in very
interesting times; he engaged in a profession, in which
he no doubt socialized with some of the most legendary
figures in American history, that thrust him into the
spotlight and allowed him to rub shoulders with the
common folk, as well as the infamous.
During David’s life, he witnessed change, revolution and
transformation in America. The year he was born, John
Adams was president and Daniel Boone held the position
of syndicate judge in St. Charles (Missouri’s capital at the
time). Cape Girardeau, his future home, was a Spanish
Territory. Native Americans began their forced pilgrimage
across the Trail of Tears. Additionally, he witnessed the
Battle of Tippecanoe, the New Madrid earthquake,
Tennessee Volunteers moving down the Missouri River
to fight the Bloody British in a town called New Orleans,
Missouri becoming a state, the railroad’s appearance in
St. Louis, and chanced to see the bustling Gateway City
grow to accommodate over 3,000 steamboat dockings
in one year (1850) alone. Add to that, the fact that Abe
Lincoln was growing into celebrity just a few short miles
away, and you have the makings of an interesting story.

The Autumn mourns
her rip’ning corn
By early Winter’s ravage torn;
Across her placid, azure sky,
She sees the scowling tempest fly:
Chill runs my blood to hear it rave;
I think upon the stormy wave,
Where many a danger I must dare,
Far from the bonie banks of Ayr.

When David was very young, he migrated with his family
to Hopkins County, Kentucky. His sister Elizabeth, who
married Samuel McIlroy, February 20, 1808, and his other
sister Martha, who married Joshua Renifrow October 15,
1810 stayed behind in Kentucky while he and his father
moved to Missouri. Brother James moved on to Union
County, IL and died at the age of 87 in Jonesboro.

‘Tis not the surging billow’s roar,
‘Tis not that fatal, deadly shore;
Tho’ death in ev’ry shape appear,
The wretched have no more to fear:
But round my heart
the ties are bound,
That heart transpierc’d
with many a wound;
These bleed afresh,
those ties I tear,
To leave the bonie banks of Ayr.

David with his father arrived in Missouri when he was
about 12 years of age (documented by their first taxes paid
to Spain). It is more than likely that the spark for his future
profession was ignited around that time, the day he saw his
first steamboat paddling the Missouri River in 1812.

Farewell, old Coila’s hills and dales,
Her healthy moors
and winding vales;
The scenes where wretched
Fancy roves,
Pursuing past, unhappy loves!
Farewell, my friends!
Farewell my foes!
My peace with these,
my love with those:
The bursting tears
my heart declare—Farewell,
the bonie banks of Ayr!

He worked the farm with his father and also fished and
trapped. Through trapping and fur trading, he was able
to invest in his future. Eventually he saved enough money
to buy the appropriate clothing required to dress the part
of a gambler. According to family lore, his fondness for
gambling proved to be a lucrative employment.
At 24 when he had accumulated enough money to invest
in land, he approached the Shawnees and made a deal
to purchase land for eight cents an acre. To consummate
the deal, he would have to be blindfolded by the Indian
chief who would accompany him the entire length of
the walk. At the appointed time, the chief walked with
blindfolded David throughout the day. At nightfall
they rested. Again at dawn they changed directions to

continue their journey, until they covered the four sides
of his land purchase. The culmination of the effort was
that David received not only the acreage, but also a very
beautiful 15 year old Cherokee maiden. Unfortunately,
every time a child was born, it was baptized in the
creek (which came to be known as Indian Creek) and
was taken back by the tribe. David’s Indian wife died in
childbirth about five years later.
When Missouri became a state, both McLains traversed
up the Mississippi River to St. Charles, to file claim on
their properties.
On July 27, 1830, David married Elizabeth C. Davenport,
the daughter of John Davenport and Delilah Abernathy.
They moved in with Alexander Jr. on the original homestead
to live with and care for his father. The elder Alexander was
gradually going blind as did many of the McLains.
Eight children were born of that marriage: John
Alexander, Emily C, Arminta H, George W, Margaret,
David Monroe (my GG Grandfather), Delila C, and
Henry C. Even though David became a family man, he
continued to earn his living as a gambler, riding the river.
Once during his career, the celebrated gambler attended
an “old-time revival” and apparently experienced a
momentary change of heart. He toyed with the idea of
becoming “saved.” Feeling moved to take a seat on the
‘anxious’ bench, he listened as the minister started to
examine each penitent’s experiences, and the state of his
feelings. Finally the minister approached the gambler.
“Well, my friend,” petitioned the preacher, “what do you
say?” “Oh,” replied my great great granddaddy, “I pass.”
Evidently, he didn’t totally and completely pass. Shortly
before his death he donated property to his community
to erect a church, school, and cemetery. The original log
structure, McLain’s Chapel, was built in 1852; and the
current building was erected in 1881. David was the first
person to be laid to rest in the cemetery.
At age 56, he was still earning a living as a professional
gambler. Risking the seasons of yellow fever, he
succumbed to the illness and was delivered back to
Missouri to recover. He died August 28, 1855, in Cape
Girardeau, Missouri.
From his first glimpse of a steamer, David’s fate was
sealed. He would spend at least 30 years of his life
navigating the mighty Mississippi, circulating among
the illustrious and the infamous; people of every
persuasion, from every point on the globe. It’s amazing
that he survived over three decades plying his trade in
such a volatile environment, where hooligans and gangs
of professional gamblers prevailed from every port—
Pittsburgh to New Orleans—targeting anyone they
could allure to risk the game of chance. I’m convinced
that his high sustainability was due in no small part
to his purported high intelligence, keen insight and
unquestionable Scotch/Irish luck.
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A CORNUCOPIA OF PHARMACOPEIA
George W. Rutler, from ElectricScotland.com

The Scots are famously reserved in their habits and
modest in demeanor, but this has not restrained their
substantial claim to be the world’s most intelligent
people. In the catalogue of certifiable evidence is this
curiosity: Although the Scots comprise less than onehalf of 1 percent of the world’s population, 11 percent of
all Nobel prizes have been awarded to Scotsmen.
The world’s first university faculty of engineering and
technical science was in Glasgow. Scotsmen have shown
particular genius in medicine, as we have seen recently
in the cloning of sheep by Dr. Ian Wilmot, whose wife is
a Presbyterian elder.
Scotland, the home of famous preachers, is also the home
of anesthesia. Samuel Guthrie, a Scottish-American,
codiscovered chloroform in 1831. Sir James Young
Simpson first used it in surgery in 1847 in Scotland,
the year after the Scottish-American William Thomas
Morton demonstrated the uses of ether as an anesthetic
in Boston. Before any of them, in 1829, James Esdaile
used hypnosis in surgery while in India, having been
inspired by charmed cobras.
David Livingston, who secured the abolition of
slavery in Zanzibar in 1873, was a physician, as was
John Brown who in 1780 had argued successfully
against bloodletting. Charles Maitland beat William
Jenner in using vaccinations, albeit leaving Scotland
to experiment on eighty-five Londoners; and in 1913
William Leishman perfected the typhoid vaccine. It
may be that more lives have been saved by Sir Patrick
Manson, who traced parasitic diseases to biting insects,
and Sir Alexander Fleming, who discovered penicillin in
1928, than by any other two men in history.
If one rejects the influences of environment and race, one
must attribute all this to coincidence. Among problematic
coincidences is the fact that almost all the pioneers in
modern gynecology have been Scots Presbyterians. The
influence of Presbyterianism on gynecology has been
subtle, perhaps their only connection is the Greek of their
names. The Calvinism of Scotland advertised a lack of
sympathy for women in 1558 when John Knox published
his First Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous
Regiment of Women. So it is not to be supposed that any
single doctrine of Presbyterianism guided the Scottish
penchant for gynecology.
It was a Scots Presbyterian, William Smellie (1697-1753),
who first involved professional physicians in midwifery.
Dr. Smellie also researched the putrefaction of corpses,
but he is known to medical history as the inventor of the
“long obstetric forceps” used on Queen Charlotte by the
Scottish founder of modern obstetrics, William Hunter
(1718-1783), whose brother John (1728-1793) was
the father of scientific surgery. The ovum in mammals
was discovered by William Cruickshank (1745-1800)
and Matthew Bailey (1761-1823) invented treatment
for dermoid cysts in the ovary. All of them were devout

David Livingston

Scots Presbyterians, as was Alexander Skene (18371900) who emigrated from Aberdeen and founded the
American Gynecological Society.
Ephraim McDowell (1771-1830), studied medicine
at the University of Edinburgh, and practiced his art
on the American frontier, performing the world’s first
ovariotomy on Jane Todd Crawford, a Scotswoman in
Kentucky. The future president, Andrew Jackson, of
Scottish line, once assisted Dr. McDowell in a surgical
operation, remarking afterwards that he would rather
fight another Indian war than repeat the experience.
And another future president of Scots blood, James
Knox Polk, aged seventeen, had gallstones removed
from his bladder by the indefatigable Dr. McDowell,
proving that the goodly physician did not confine his
healing arts to the fairer sex.
Other Celtic peoples have chiefly confined their
medical inventiveness to homeopathy. Underlying the
phenomenal link between Calvinist Celts and female
medicine may have been an unconscious desire to correct
the exaggerated sentiments of John Knox. Perhaps it has
had something to do with the intercessions of Mary,
Queen of Scots, who was the principle audience of
Knox’s trumpet blast, and whose husband, in a setback
for Scottish medicine, was blown up. But even John
Knox formerly had been a child, and had at least that in
common with his theological opponents. Queen Victoria
also passed through a period of infancy, and when
affairs of nature and state conspired to oblige her to bear
children, she was chloroformed by the aforementioned
Scot, Dr. Simpson, whom she knighted.
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A COUNTRY DOG CHARMS
THE BIG SHOW IN THE CITY
Steve Nichols, Editor, adapted from the New York Times

Hickory the Scottish deerhound is a country dog who
prefers to spend her days on a 50-acre farm in Flint Hill,
Va., chasing rabbits and deer. But the big city treated
her well Tuesday night when she won Best in Show at
the 135th annual Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show,
becoming the first Scottish deerhound to win the top
prize. “She went in there tonight and she showed like
she’s never shown before,” her handler, Angela Lloyd,
said. “She was solid and steady and even through all of
the lights and cameras and the noise and spotlights, she
came right through it.”

STONE OF DESTINY
The film is based on real
events and tells the story
of the theft of the Stone
of Scone on Christmas
Day, 1950. The stone,
supposedly the pillow
stone used by Jacob in
the Bible and the stone
over which Scottish Kings
were traditionally crowned
at Scone in Perthshire,
was seized by the English
King Edward I in 1296 and
placed under the throne
at Westminster Abbey in
London.
In 1950, a nationalist plot
succeeded in removing it
from Westminster Abbey
and returning it to Scotland
where it was placed
symbolically at Arbroath
Abbey, the site of the
signing of the Declaration
of Arbroath and an
important site in the Scottish
nationalist cause.
(from Wikipedia)
This film is available on
Netflix, streaming and
on disc.

Hickory eventually grew tired of the paparazzi glare,
pressing her head into Lloyd’s side as dozens of cameras
clicked. Photographers herded closer for a better shot,
until one seasoned dog photographer yelled for calm.
“Back up people!” she shouted. “This is a deerhound!”
During the post-victory news conference, Lloyd blew
gently on the dog’s snout to keep her cool, and laughed
indulgently when Hickory decided to walk off the stage.
“All dogs are easy to love,” said Lloyd, 31, a professional
handler who won the junior competition at Westminster
in 1998. “But sometimes you find one where everything
clicks. She is certainly one of those dogs.”
Hickory, whose official name is Grand Champion
Foxcliffe Hickory Wind, has had a distinguished career
in five years, having taken home more than a dozen
other best in shows and earning the title of top-ranked
Scottish deerhound for the previous three years. She is
owned by Sally Sweatt of Minneapolis and her breeders,
Cecilia and Robert Dove, on whose farm she lives when
she is not on the show circuit.
Hickory takes over the Best in Show title from Sadie,
a 4-year-old Scottish terrier. The other contestants for
Best in Show included Malachy, an ambling Pekingese
who represented toy dogs; Mister Baggins, a bearded
collie from the herding category; Jayne, a Chinese SharPei who was named top non-sporting dog; Adam, a
smooth-fox terrier who took the terrier group; Ladybug,
a Portuguese water dog who won the working category;
and Beckham, a black cocker spaniel who represented
the sporting group.

and dignified” personality, but warns that the dog may
“try to chase any furry animals that run past him.”
Despite her success as a show dog, Lloyd said Hickory
is best suited to a rural lifestyle. “The breed is very
sensitive to their surroundings and this is quite an
extreme experience for a dog who lives on a farm and
chases deer and squirrels daily,” Lloyd said Monday after
Hickory won the hound group. To keep her happy on
the road, Lloyd said Hickory sleeps in a fluffy bed at the
hotel and gets extra biscuits. “She demands love,” she
said. “You could be sitting watching TV and she’ll come
up and nudge you, and when I mean nudge you, I mean
really throw your arm up in the air. You better not be
holding something to drink.” She also likes to nudge
Lloyd in the middle of the night. When Hickory is on
the road, “She always knows she can get away with most
things,” Lloyd said. “She’s a diva.”
Hickory will need to channel her inner celebrity to
survive a news media gauntlet Wednesday — her
scheduled appearances begin at 6:30 a.m. and include
the “Today” show, Martha Stewart’s show, Fox News and
a “steak on a platter” lunch at Sardi’s. Then she can relax.
Westminster was Hickory’s retirement show, Lloyd said,
because her owners plan to breed her this spring. Lloyd
said she knows Hickory will enjoy a full-time life on
the farm, but “I’m going to miss that nose nudges in the
middle of the night.”

Paolo Dondina, the Best in Show judge, said the
competition was stiff, but ultimately he settled on
Hickory. “This one feels perfectly the standard in all the
ways,” said Dondina, who is the first Italian to judge
the top prize. “I am a hound person. I had Afghans, I
had whippets, I had Irish wolfhounds. I never owned a
deerhound. This is my dream.”
The Scottish deerhound, an almost ghostly dog that
seems to glide as it walks, has a history that dates to the
16th or 17th century. In its early days, only royalty with
the rank of earl or higher were permitted to own the
dogs. The American Kennel Club, which first recognized
the breed in 1886, describes the dogs as having a “quiet
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OUR ANCESTORS:
COCK-A-LEEKIE
SOUP

Castle’s history comes full circle as 2,000-year-old
round house found
George Mair, Scotsman.com Writer, February 24, 2011

1 1/2 bunches leeks
2 lbs. potatoes, diced
2 onions, diced
6 stalks celery, diced
salt & pepper to taste
4 c. chicken stock
half & half (to finish)
1/4 lb. butter
Sauté diced vegetables in
butter until soft. Add chicken
stock and diced potatoes,
and simmer for 1 1/2 hours.
Whip or run through a
blender. Before serving,
reheat mixture to boiling
point and add half & half
until consistency of a thick
cream soup. Salt and pepper
to taste. Serves 8.

An iron age round house has been identified on the
grounds of Culzean Castle and Country Park in Ayrshire.
A circular ditched enclosure, almost 40 meters in
diameter, was spotted in aerial photographs taken of
an “otherwise featureless field” at High Whitestone,
just below the camping site at Culzean. Archaeologists
uncovered a range of pits and postholes and an arc of
curving wall foundation which suggested a timber-built
round house about ten meters in diameter was once on
the site. Radiocarbon dating has now dated the remains
to the Iron Age, about 2,000 years ago. Round house
designs first appeared in Britain towards the end of
the Stone Age, around 2,500BC. They continued to be
popular up to about AD200. They are peculiar to Britain
as their use did not spread over on to the continent. The
site also showed signs of use throughout the medieval
period - the first such evidence to be uncovered at
Culzean - with the site thought to have been used in the
14th century.

“Without artefacts in the pits it was unclear just how
old the site was - so it was a case of blind dating.”
Laboratory radiocarbon results have now revealed that
the roundhouse was in use some time around 20BC
to AD130. The oak branch from the ditch gave a date
range of AD1290 to 1410, in the Middle Ages. It seems
possible that the site was re- occupied in the 14th
century. Mr Alexander added: “I’m very excited by the
results. This is the second time we’ve had good evidence
for Iron Age activity at Culzean but the medieval dates
are even more intriguing. “This date fills a chronological
gap in our knowledge of the estate although we have yet
to figure out what the settlement may have looked like.”
Culzean Castle was the principal seat of the Kennedy
family - which traces its ancestry to Robert the Bruce from 1759. Over the centuries the Kennedys transformed
a medieval tower house into one of the grandest country
houses in Ayrshire.

Derek Alexander, interim head of archaeology at the
National Trust for Scotland, which owns Culzean
Castle, said a survey by volunteers from the Edinburgh
Archaeological Field Society had led to the find. “We were
able to precisely place two trenches and the excavation
work was then carried out by folk on a National Trust for
Scotland working holiday,” he said. “Finds from the dig
were very sparse and apart from a piece of burnt daub
with wattle impressions in one pit there was nothing
to date the site. “However, two samples of organic
material were submitted to the Scottish Universities
Environmental Research Centre for radiocarbon dating.
“One sample was burnt hazel from the pit with the daub
and the other was a piece of oak branch from one and a
half metres down in the lowest clay fill of the six-metrewide ditch that surrounds the site.
Culzean Castle Round House

Culzean Castle overlooking the Firth of Clyde
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

4.8-10

11th Missouri Tartan
Day Festivities
Frontier Park
St. Charles, MO
www.motartanday.com

4.18
Burns 101
6 – 7:30 p.m.
Schlafly Bottleworks
7260 Southwest Ave.
Maplewood, MO 63143

SCOTLAND: ON THE LITERARY MAP
From Scotland.org

With the publication of a new guide mapping Scotland’s
literary heritage, here’s a look at some of the Scottish
places that have inspired poets and writers.
Birnam, near Dunkeld, Perthshire
Famous children’s writer Beatrix Potter, creator of
Jemima Puddle-Duck, Mr Jeremy Fisher, Mrs TiggyWinkle and Peter Rabbit, spent her childhood holidays
in Dalguise House near Dunkeld. It was here that she
gained her love of wildlife, drawing and painting and
much of her inspiration from the local gardener. William
Shakespeare also drew inspiration from the area with
the legendary Birnam Wood immortalised in his play
Macbeth.
Slains Castle, Cruden Bay, Aberdeenshire
The Irish writer Bram Stoker wrote Dracula (1897)
while staying at the Kilmarnock Arms Hotel at Cruden
Bay. Nearby ruined Slains Castle is said to have inspired
Stoker’s gothic vampire horror.
Rosslyn Chapel, Midlothian
If you have read Dan Brown’s best-selling novel The Da
Vinci Code (2003), this is an important destination for
you. The 15th century chapel is the setting for the climax
of the story and the incredible success of the book has
brought tens of thousands of Grail-seekers to the area.
Loch Katrine and the Trossachs
Loch Katrine and the Trossachs is the setting of Walter
Scott’s 1810 narrative poem The Lady of the Lake. A
publishing sensation in its day, the poem became a global
bestseller. The setting and descriptions of the Scottish
landscape helped create a new interest in the Trossachs
and the surrounding area. The surge of tourism and
visitors to the area was as sensational as the poem itself.
Edinburgh
Outside London, Edinburgh has more literary
associations than any other part of Britain. In October
2004, Edinburgh became the very first UNESCO City
of Literature. The city has inspired over 500 novels,
ranging from Robert Louis Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde to Irvine Welsh’s Trainspotting. Parts of Frankenstein

and The Pickwick Papers are also set there. Charles
Dickens had strong Edinburgh connections. Kenneth
Graham, author of The Wind in the Willows and Arthur
Conan Doyle, creator of Sherlock Holmes, were born in
the capital. The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie was inspired
by Muriel Spark’s time at James Gillespie’s School for
Girls. Edinburgh hosts the world’s largest International
Book Festival each August.
Isle of Jura
In April 1946, Eric Blair (better known as George
Orwell), intending to give himself ‘six months quiet’ in
which to complete his latest novel, moved to a remove
farmhouse called Barnhill, at the northern end of Jura
in the Inner Hebrides. He wrote his most famous novel
1984 here. Barnhill is as remote today as it was in
Orwell’s time.
Ayrshire
No literary tour of Scotland is complete without a trip
to Ayrshire—otherwise known as Robert Burns country.
The trail begins in Alloway, where Scotland’s National
Poet was born in 1759 in what is now known as Burns
Cottage. The newly designed museum nearby houses
numerous manuscripts, books and memorabilia. His
parents are buried in the cemetery of the Auld Kirk,
the scene of the witches’ dance in Tam o’ Shanter, from
which Tam gallops down to the bridge over the river
Doon, the Brig o’ Doon, to escape from the murderous
‘hellish legion’ who cannot cross running water. A
few miles away, in the village of Kirkoswald, is Souter
Johnnie’s House, home of one of the characters named
in the poem, the Souter or shoemaker.
Glasgow
Scotland’s largest city is steeped in literary associations,
including Archie Hind’s The Dear Green Place (1966)
and Alasdair Gray’s Lanark (1981). The now demolished
tenements of the infamous Gorbals area was the setting
of an uncompromising depiction of Glasgow, Alexander
McArthur and H. Kingsley Long’s sensational 1935
novel No Mean City. Glasgow hosts an annual book
festival Aye Write! every March.
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P l e a s e s e n d t o s t l s t a n d re w s @ g m a i l . c o m
T H E S C O T T I S H S T. A N D R E W S O C I E T Y
O F G R E AT E R S T. L O U I S
P. O . B o x 5 0 3 0 6
St. Louis, MO 63105-9998

To f o s t e r a n d e x c h a n g e c u l t u r a l , e d u c a t i o n a l a n d
re c re a t i o n a l p u r s u i t s b e t w e e n t h o s e o f S c o t t i s h b i r t h
o r d e s c e n t a n d o t h e r s i n t h e S t . L o u i s a re a .

PHOTOS FROM THE ROBERT BURNS DINNER

Doug Stirrat

St. Louis Caledonian Pipe Band

Dance Caledonia

Megan and Shawn Steadman

view more photos at http://photos.slssas.org

Scottish American Military Society

Chaplain Millie Slack
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Alan Stewart

